
May 1, 2018, Book Launch - "The Soulstealer War" Fantasy and Sci-fi Series

Princeton, NJ,  April 24, 2018 --(PR.com)-- "The Splintering Realm," the next epic Fantasy and Sci-Fi
installment in "The Soulstealer War" novels is finally available. Author W.L. Hoffman continues the
adventures of his reluctant wizard - Kenneth McNary - across the magical Realm of Weir. The Book
Launch and Livestream coverage will take place a week from today, on May 1, 2018, from 8:00 am to
11:00 am at Small World Coffee in Princeton, New Jersey.

When asked about the unusual location for the event, Hoffman explained:

"I'm very grateful to Small World Coffee. There were days and days spent there writing, editing and
brainstorming this work. The walls disappeared as I plunged into the Realm."

Hoffman has previously been quoted on his favorite aspects of this series:

"Fantasy books should entertain, but I hope mine will also leave readers wondering about reality. What is
the nature of human existence beyond Earth and after death? Is true magic possible? Secondary to these
big-picture questions, I love building layers of fact and myth...every culture has its folklore, and therein
can be found the secret narratives."

Hoffman briefly added:

"The Splintering Realm will also have extras, like the Lexicon from Aristorn sa Amontyr (Librarian of
the Elder Race), and readers will be introduced to that feline prankster of myth - Tabby Mittens!"

About the Book:

The Nosferu draw nearer to achieving their dark ends in the fantastic Realm of Weir, with Earth soon to
follow. War looms across the ill-prepared Realm, threatening the eternal soul of every creature.

Human Kenneth McNary has been transported to Weir by the First Mother, tasked with uniting the Elder
Race, and much more. Now, the Realm's magic continues to dwindle and Ken is hunted relentlessly by
the monstrous R'Kesh. To fulfill his charge, Ken has been gifted with armor and the ability to wield Elder
magic, but both may consume him. With such burdens, can he reconcile his star-crossed love for the
half-immortal Dalia? Can a mere human shift the balance of power among Gods in The Splintering
Realm, or will the newly minted wizard fall before his enemies?

About the Author:

W.L. Hoffman is the author of "The Soulstealer War" series, as well as other fantasy and Sci-Fi stories.
Hoffman's interest in reading was voracious from an early age. He received his BA in English from Duke
University and attended English literature classes at New College at Oxford University in England.
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Hoffman then obtained his JD from Cornell Law School. He edited and wrote as an associate on the
Cornell International Law Journal and, between legal treatises, his dreams wandered into strange realms
as he quested for life's higher meaning. Thus was born the foundation for "The Soulstealer War" and a
literary career, which both lingered until Hoffman left a successful law practice to explore new horizons.
Writing late night, after the work day ended and the children were asleep, the Realm of Weir flourished
and characters blossomed into wondrous multi-layered reality.

Hoffman currently resides in central New Jersey with his wife and daughters. He enjoys spending time
with his family, exploring mountain wilds, and telling tales to the next generation of dreamers and
writers.

You can find him at www.WLHoffman.com, along with hidden rewards.

"The Soulstealer War: The Splintering Realm"
By W.L. Hoffman
Published: March 16, 2018
ISBN-10 (Paperback): 1457560186
ISBN-13 (Paperback): 978-1457560187
Price: $17.95 - 346 Pages
ISBN-10 (Hardcover): 1457562456
ISBN-13 (Hardcover): 978-1457562457
Price: $27.95 - 346 pages
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Contact Information:
Hoffman Creations, Inc.
W.L. Hoffman (Bill)
908-431-1660
Contact via Email 
www.WLHoffman.com

Online Version of Press Release:
You can read the online version of this press release at: https://www.pr.com/press-release/751590

News Image:
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